
Green Energy Sources in D&T Knowledge Organiser
How do designers choose appropriate sources about energy to make product and power systems?

Hydroelectric Power
This form of energy production relies on creating or using a pre-existing water body. 
The flow of water is restricted by damming, which creates potential kinetic energy. 
The water is released through channels within the dam and powers a turbine. This 
movement energy is transferred to a generator, where it is turned into electrical 
energy. The national grid then carries it off.

Advantages
Hydroelectric power is the most established sustainable energy production methods, 
and seen as the most dependable due to the fact that it is not dependant on the 
weather. Other advantages include:
• no dangerous pollutants produced;
• can be turned on quickly to provide on demand power;
• no fuel required.

Disadvantages
When hydroelectric power stations are built, the surrounding landscape  
has to change dramatically. A river has to be dammed to create a lake,  
or a large piece of land has to be quarried and flooded to create the  
lake. Local species of animals, insects, plants and trees are all threatened  
when their environment changes so rapidly. Other disadvantages include:
• the need for new roads to be built;
• expensive to build;
• a drought could render the power station useless.

Wind Power
Wind power has seen considerable investment over the past ten years in Europe. 
As the UK is surrounded by sea, offshore wind farms have been established all 
around the island. Elsewhere in Europe, it is common to see huge arrays of the tall 
windmills throughout the countryside. Wind turbines produce electricity when the 
wind turns the three huge rotor blades. This kinetic energy is transferred through a 
shaft to a gearbox and then to a generator where electricity is produced. It is then 
fed into the national grid.

Advantages
Wind power is considered one of the main forms of sustainable energy for the future 
and it is likely that more and more wind farms will be made. Advantages include:
• no dangerous pollutants produced;
• no dangerous pollutants released in energy production;
• no fuel required.

Disadvantages
Many people consider that wind farms cannot compete with the demand for energy 
that continues to rise as the world’s population grows. Others consider that the 
landscape views are spoiled by the introduction of wind farm turbines. Other 
disadvantages include:
• noisy if built near homes;
• expensive to build;
• when there is no wind, there is no energy produced.
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Tidal Power
More dependable than the wind, the ocean’s tides flood in and out of rivers and 
estuaries twice a day. There are two ways that the movement of sea water is being 
used to create sustainable energy.

Tidal Barrages
These barriers are built across a river, and as the water moves with the tide, turbines 
are powered, transferring kinetic energy to generators.

Advantages:
• no dangerous pollutants produced;
• no fuel required;
• has the potential to provide the UK with up to 20% of its energy requirements.

Disadvantages
• very expensive to build;
• only operational for around 10 hours a day (as the tides go in and out).

Wave Energy
Scientists believe that of all the green energy sources, waves are the most constant 
and predictable. Long-wave energy convertors float in the sea and the movement 
between the sections moves hydraulic links that then power a generator. 
Wave energy convertors are still at a research and developmet stage and whilst they 
prove to harness the sea’s potential energy, the costs are too high to warrrant the 
level of investment by governments seen elsewhere.

Solar Power
Huge arrays of solar cells are now commonplace in some parts of the UK. Unlike all 
other forms of energy production, solar farms do not require turbines to transfer 
movement energy to generators. Solar cells create electromotive force that is 
converted into alternating current and supplied to the national grid.

Advantages
Solar power can work on many different scales – a pocket calculator uses a small 
number of cells to power itself; a domestic house has its roof covered to provide what 
it needs; and commercial solar farms can exist over hundreds of hectares. Other 
advantages include:
• no dangerous pollutants produced;
• no fuel required.

Disadvantages
Like wind farms, solar farms are only productive under certain conditions – solar 
cells need daylight. In the UK, this means that solar cells only  
convert energy for around 8 hours per day in the winter.  
Other disadvantages include:
• very expensive to build;
• changes the landscape and agricultural land is lost.
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